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1 Features of the spotlight with ATtiny13
The hardware properties of the spotlight are:
• ideal for amateur film-makers that like to care for the light of their movie without
spending large sums on professional lighting equipment,
• thanks to modern LED technology and a small micro-controller all in all available for
less than approximately 50€/$ for those that have and can handle a soldering iron
and a drilling machine,
• 198 bright white 10 mm LEDs illuminate the scene in a regulated manner,
• each nine of the LEDs are driven with a constant current of up to 20 mA from a
transistor, therefore the LEDs have the same intensity no matter how your battery
voltage drops,
• operation with nine lithium batteries with a capacity of 9,8 Ah each, therefore independent from wall plugs and with a long operating time (10 hours with 50% battery
load and full intensity),
• available in two versions:
1. with switched pulse width brightness regulation, working with a frequency of
1.172 Hz, ideal for a slow human eye but less compatible with a fast electronic camera, and
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2. an improved version especially for electronic cameras with a linear LED cur rent regulation,
both with a linear intensity regulation via a potentiometer,
• battery voltage monitoring with brightness display on a green/red LED, therefore
simple and reliable estimation of the remaining operating time before the lights go
off.
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2 Hardware
2.1 Hardware of the PWM switched version
2.1.1 Electrical schematic of the switched version

The hardware consists of
1. the controller part with the ATtiny13 and its In-System-Programming connection,
2. the 22 constant current drivers with BC547 transistors (any small NPN type can be
used) and the 26-pin connector to connect the LED rows on the front plate (the four
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pins on the corner are plus so the plug can be connected either way),
3. the battery supply part and the 5 V supply derived from that via a medium power
transistor and a regulator.

2.1.2 Switched constant current generation
The generation of the constant currents works with a pulse-width-modulated signal from
the OC0A pin of the controller. Each PWM cycle lasts 853.3 µs, leading to a frequency of
1,172 Hz. The output pin OC0A is either for a single step of the 256 steps on (minimum
intensity) or during up to 256 steps.
The PWM signal on OC0A switches, via a resistor of 220Ω and the two diodes 1N4148, a
constant voltage of either 0.0 or 1.4 V. This voltage controls, via resistors of 220 Ω the
bases of all 22 BC547 transistors (can be replaced by any small NPN type). If the constant
voltage is at 1.4 V, the base voltage increases the current between emitter and collector
until the voltage of the emitter is at 0.7 V, by that controlling this current. As the emitter
resistor to ground is at 33 Ω, a current of around IE = 0.7/33*1000 = 21.21 mA results.
This constant current remains the same as long as the battery voltage is larger than the
sum of all LED voltages of a row (Urow = 9 * 3.23 V = 29.07 V) plus 0.7 V emitter voltage

plus 0.12 V collector/emitter saturation voltage, roughly 30 V. If the battery voltage is
higher than 30 V, the voltage difference is consumed by the collector-emitter of the transistor. With the hardware as it is up to 43 V battery voltage can be driven in that way, until
the transistors reach their maximum thermal load.

2.1.3 Controller operating voltage
From a nominal battery voltage of U batt = 9 * 4.3 V = 38.7 V (freshly charged) the operating voltage of 5 V for the controller cannot be produced by a standard voltage regulator
such as a 7805, because its maximum input voltage (35 V) would be exceeded.
Therefore the battery voltage is first reduced to 7.5 V with a power transistor BD439 (any
power NPN with 1 W and more can be used). This pre-regulator works with a Zener diode
of 8.2 V, with Zener noise blocked by an electrolytic capacitor of 10 µF, and driven by a resistor of 6k8 with approximately 2.8 mA. This constant voltage of 8.2 V holds the base of
the power transistor at that voltage and produces a voltage of U = 8.2 - 0.7 = 7.5 V on
the emitter. As the power transistor consumes most of the thermal power, a small regulator such as a 78L05 can be used to regulate the 7.5 V down to 5 V.

2.1.4 The controller
The controller ATtiny13 performs the following tasks:
1. It generates the 8 bit PWM signal on OC0A for the switched constant voltage for the
current regulators.
2. It measures the voltage on the manually adjusted potentiometer that regulates the
intensity of the LEDs with its AD converter, software converts this voltage to a value
of between 0 and 255 for the PWM.
3. It measures the battery voltage, which is divided with resistors of 82k and 10k and
smoothed by a capacitor of 10 nF, with its ADC. Software converts the measured
voltage to drive the green/red LED as follows:
• If the voltage is larger than the upper bound of 37 V, the LED is green and
constantly on (PWM value = 255).
• If the voltage is smaller than 37 V and larger than 29.6 V, the LED is
switched to green and the PWM value is increased by the difference (the
higher the more green), but no less than 25 out of 256 (roughly 10%).
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• If the voltage is lower than 29.6 V, but larger than 26 V, the LED is switched
to red and the intensity is increasing with the decreasing voltage, but at least
10% intensity is left.
• If the voltage is less than 26 V, the red LED is constantly on (PWM value =
255 and reversed to 0).
• The resulting PWM values for the complete voltage range are displayed in the
diagram:

The nominal battery voltage is shown in light green, the switch point between a minimum green and and minimum red LED is shown in violet and
the switch-off voltage of the LEDs due to under-voltage with the LED fully in
red is shown in black.
4. The controller is connected with the ISP6 interface where it can be programmed
within the running system without other modifications.

2.1.5 Possible variations
Several changes can be made to this basic hardware:
• LED current: Reducing the LED current to save battery can be made by replacing
the emitter resistors of 33Ω by 39 or 47Ω. The current is then 18 resp. 15 mA. Increasing the current makes not much sense with the 10mm LEDs because the LED
intensity does not increase linearly. But can be done by decreasing the emitter re sistors. Possible are resistors down to 12Ω (58 mA) which the BC547 can handle,
but cannot be combined with increasing battery voltages.
• The 220Ω resistors on the bases of the constant-current transistors are not neces sary, those can be replaced by bridges.
• If instead of the nine LEDs a different line shall be stacked, the number of stacked
battery cells shall also be adjusted (roughly number of cells stacked = number of
LEDs stacked). If the stacked voltage exceeds 40 V, additional protective measures
are necessary to avoid electrical shocks. Voltages above 50 V are incompatible with
the BC547's maximum voltage rate.
• If the number of stacked rows shall be changed, up to five of the 22 rows can be
left unconnected. If the number of rows shall be smaller than 17 remove the base
resistor of the constant current driver transistors, otherwise the constant voltage
diodes do not reach 1.4 V. If the number of rows shall be massively increased, a
second constant voltage source is to be used. The connector can only handle up to
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24 rows, if a separate Plus connection is added up to 26.
• Do NOT add a capacitor to the constant voltage diodes! This method of reducing
switching noise does not work!

2.2 Hardware of the linear current-controlled LEDs
This version is nearly identical to the switched version, but the constant-current drivers
are not switched but driven linearly with a constant voltage. This causes a few changes to
the hardware and software.

2.2.1 Electrical schematic of the linear version

This looks very similar to the switched version, with the following differences:
1. The PWM output OC0A generates, with the resistor of 220 Ω and the electrolytic capacitor of 1000 µF a nearly constant voltage. This voltage only varies with the
PWM's compare value (by that regulating the generated voltage) and by the switching of the PWM. The PWM in that case works at 4.688 Hz, the fast load- and unload-phases of the PWM cause only small changes in voltage (ripple, at 50% pulse
width for example and a voltage of 2.08 V those are only +/- 1.8 mV).
2. The generated constant voltage drives the bases of the current-regulating transistors BC547B (any small NPN with a h FE of typically 150 can be used) and generates
a constant current via the emitter resistors of 180 Ω, in the example case with 50%
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pulse width of 7.96 mA.
The LED current in mA is given by the equation
Iled = 0.088 * PWM value - 3.26
The
lower
part,
where the LED current is zero, results
from the base-emitter cut-off voltage,
when the capacitor is
below 0.65 V. At this
voltages the transistors are not yet driving current. It is a
matter of software to
linearize this curve.
During the calculation of these values I
realized that
1. the sum of the
22 base currents plays a
relevant role, as it unloads the capacitor slightly faster than it is loaded. Base cur rent is roughly 2.8 mA at high LED current, while the PWM unload current (with
OC0A in low state) at the highest PWM ratio is at -15.2 mA. The base current increases unloading slightly. To keep the base current small the transistor BC547B
with a typical hFE of 150 was used.
2. the voltage drops on the OC0A output due to current flow is also relevant. So the
voltage of the OC0A output in high state is not at 5.0 V but 4.45 V only (with a
minimum of 4,2 V), caused by the current to be delivered. In low state roughly
0,32 V instead of 0.0 V result, with a maximum of 0.62 V. Without this effect very
different voltages would result.
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3 Mounting
3.1 Mounting the PWM switched components on a breadboard
This is the layout for the switched version, as designed for a 80-by-50 mm breadboard
that I have used.

This is the breadboard view as built with all components mounted.

3.2 Mounting the linear version on a PCB
This is the PCB layout for the linear version at a size of 80-by-50mm. Three bridges have
to be soldered for a single sided PCB. Base resistors like in the switched version are not
included, as the electrical schematic shows.
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The original gif with a higher resolution can be downloaded from here.
This is the component placement on the PCB and the drill plan for the linear version.

The same PCB layout can also be used for the switched version, just replace the electrolytic capacitor of 1000 µF by two diodes and use 33 Ω resistors for the emitters.
In both versions the BD439 has to bear an increased thermal load. To reduce its temperature I screwed a small aluminium plate on it to increase heat dissipation. Further cooling
measures are not necessary.
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3.3 Front plate with LEDs
Here the layout of the front plate with the LEDs. It was made from 2 mm acrylic glass
plate of the size 295-by-250 mm. The horizontal distance between the LEDs is 30 mm, the
vertical distance is 10 mm. The distance is sufficient, but take care when drilling the large
holes.

Drilling starts with a 1.5mm, at low speed to avoid melting, and increases. It has some
advantages if your drilling machine can rotate in inverse direction.
The nine LEDs of each row are connected by carefully angling the wires in 5 mm distance
to the LED and connecting anodes with cathodes of the next LED.
The connection between the front plate with the LEDs and the breadboard is done with a
26-pin flat cable. The four corner pins are connected to the anodes of the 22 last LEDs in
the rows, so it can be plugged in either way. The other 22 pins are each connected with
the cathodes of the rows.
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3.4 Compact test equipment
To test the electronic and the software a small plug-in test board has been soldered with
22 ordinary LEDS and a 470Ω resistor. It can be plugged in on top of the breadboard or
PCB.

The test board works from 15 V upwards. For a short time operation at 33.3 V is possible,
having the transistors at full intensity (without PWM reduction) at approx. 430 mW heat
power. The heat power of the resistors is at 210 mW and independent from the operating
voltage. Those are getting really hot, so avoid touching them.

3.5 Power supply
Those who want to use the spotlight stationary can skip the batteries and can
supply the spotlight with a power supply.
This power supply unit produces the necessary voltage (roughly 31V under maximum load) and the necessary current
(max. 660mA). Because 2x24V transformers are not available, the device
works with a single coil transformer and a
Graetz diode bridge.
Those who want to use the spotlight in both manners, mobile as well as stationary, can
separate the batteries with a 1N4001 power diode, so that the attached power supply with
the batteries switched on and at low LED intensity cannot feed current back into the batteries. Because the voltage of the power supply drops at currents well below 400mA, you can operate both
without a problem. You should know that in that case the supply
comes predominantly from the batteries and the power supply only
delivers more current if the battery voltage drops to below 33V.
The external power supply can be plugged in with a 5mm supply
plug. Because such plugs often provide a switch, you can use this
to switch to the external supply when the plug is in. Depending
from the polarity of the center pin either Plus or Minus are
switched. With such a switched plug neither the diode is necessary
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nor are any concerns of interaction between the batteries and the power supply remain.
This is the power supply's voltage at full load. The remaining ripple is removed by the con stant-current-regulating transistors. There is enough over-voltage so that the regulation
works perfect.

That would be the voltage at zero-load. The 40.7V would cause a heat production of
220mW at each transistor, which is not too much for small transistors. Because there is at
least a load of 10mA for the voltage regulation and the ATtiny13's PWM this maximum

case is not reached.
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The hardware can be placed into a small box. The output voltage goes to two 4mm plugs.
The box needs several openings on the side and on the top to allow for air convection and
cooling because the transformer gets rather hot at nominal load.
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4 Software
4.1 Download
The assembler source code for
1. the switched version can be downloaded from here or can be viewed in the attachment here,
2. the linear version can be downloaded from here or can be viewed in the attachment here.
The following shows how the software works.

4.2 Debug switches in the software
Two debug switches are built in at the start of the source code. Those switches ease simulation.
1. debug_vtg: Here a simulated voltage can be defined and its conversion to the
Compare B value of the TC0 can be simulated.
2. debug_15V: This serves to test the software with an operating voltage from 12 to
18 V.
Both switches have to be at zero to assemble a working version.

4.2.1 Switch debug_vtg
Those who want to know and understand how the conversion of measured battery voltages to green/red LED PWM compare values works can set this switch and follow conver sion, e. g. with avr_sim. The voltage to be converted can be given in the constant
debug_voltage in mV. The voltage can be given with any number but should be within
the display range (26 to 37 V, if the switch debug_15V is set to one then 11 to 18 V).
Simulation of normal operation is a bit lengthy because 64 AD conversions last at least an
hour simulation time.
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4.2.2 Switch debug_15V
If your supply has only 12, 15 or up to 18 V, you can use the test equipment and the altered calculation method for the green/red LED.

4.2.3 Switch debug_pwm
This switch is only included in the linear version. In simulation it allows to skip the lengthy
ADC conversion process by setting a desired potentiometer state as result of the AD conversion and to follow the PWM value calculation process directly.

4.3 The pulse width control
For the intensity regulation and for the green/red operating voltage LED the timer TC0 is
used. In the switched version the timer is clocked by the internal RC oscillator, divided by
four, at 2.4 MHz, and by a prescaler of eight (300 kHz). When the timer reaches 255, it
restarts with the next clock signal (1,171.875 Hz) and sets the OC0A and OC0B pins high,
by that switching the base voltage of the constant-current transistors to 1.4 V. When the
count reaches OCR0A or OCR0B, the pins OCR0A resp. OCR0B are cleared, the constant
voltage goes down to zero and switches the transistor off.
The higher the compare value in OCR0A is, the longer the white LEDs on the front plate
remain on and the higher is their intensity. This is linear: doubling the compare value doubles the intensity. As the LEDs are either driven fully with the constant current (at the beginning of the PWM cycle) or are not driven at all (when the compare has been reached)
no partial current flows (that would alter the color of the LED).
In the linear version the controller is clocked by its default setting at 1.2 MHz. The
prescaler of TC0 is 1, so the PWM frequency is 1.2 MHz / 256 = 4.6875 kHz. The PWM
loads/unloads the electrolytical capacitor of 1000 µF. The voltage on the capacitor controls
the constant current drivers.
The green/red LED for battery voltage control is operated differently. If the cathode of the
green LED (= anode of the red LED) is on low, its intensity increases with increasing com pare values in OCR0B. The higher the battery voltage, the higher is the compare value.
If the anode of the red LED (= cathode of green LED) is high the behavior reversed: the
LED is on while the compare value is exceeded and off at the PWM cycle start. The higher
the compare value the lower is its intensity. When converting the measured voltage to a
red compare value this different behavior has to be considered.
The high PWM frequency of 1,172 Hz in the switched version was chosen to reduce patterning (moiré) which occurs at smaller frequencies. See the short examples here of those
effects on a Fuji camera. Even half of that frequency still causes those patterns. The linear
version does not show such patterns.

4.4 AD conversion measurements
Each compare match A of the timer TC0 starts an AD conversion. This is achieved by
1. setting the ADATE bit in the control port ADCSRA, and by
2. setting the bits ADTS0 and ADTS1 in the control port ADCSRB.
Because the ADIE bit in ADCSRA is also set, conversion completion leads to an interrupt.
The interrupt service routine sets the T flag in the status register. Further reaction is performed outside the ISR, after the controller woke up from sleep and following the ISR execution.
Measurements start with the channel to which the potentiometer is attached. 64 measurements are performed and the results are added. After all 64 measurements have been
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summed up, the channel with the divided battery voltage is selected.

4.4.1 Measurements of the potentiometer voltage
In the switched version, the sum of the 64 measurements, its MSB, provides directly the
compare value for the PWM, to be written to OCR0A.
In the linear version, the sum of the 64 measurements has to be multiplied. The multipli cation factor is (256-cPwmMin). cPwmMin is finally added to bits 16 to 23 of the multipli cation result and this byte is written to OCR0A.

4.4.2 Measurements of the battery voltage
When the timer TC0 reaches the compare value in OCR0A (at the time when the LEDs are
switched off) the AD conversion is triggered. That means, the AD converter always measures the voltage at the end of the ON cycle.
As the sample&hold cycle of the ADC starts slightly delayed while the constant voltage is
immediately switched off, the voltage for the ADC has to be slightly delayed. That is a task
for a capacitor.
The battery voltage is divided by the resistors 82k and 10k by the factor 9.2, so that the
AD voltage input remains below the 5 V operating voltage of the ATtiny13. To delay the increase slightly a capacitor of 10 nF is attached. This combination of resistors and the capacitor causes a delay, but not too large.
The diagram shows
that the voltage
change on the ADC
input following a
switching from on
(battery voltage low
due to current flow)
to
off
slowly
changes but at last
reaches the high
state. Only if the
ON pulse is very
short, the measured
voltage can be too
high.

The following only applies for the switched version. In the linear version the current is
constant, so no voltage changes have to be considered.
The ADC voltage change during the Sample-and-Hold delay of 1.5 ADC clock cycles is displayed here. Note that the axis is in µs. The difference in the measured voltage is rather
small.
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In all calculations the following conditions were used:
1. an inner resistance of the nine stacked batteries of 4.1Ω,
2. an ADC clock divider factor of 16 (!), which is very fast,
3. the resistors and the capacitor like shown in the schematic.
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Praise, error reports, scolding and spam please via the comment page to me.
©2018 by http://www.avr-asm-tutorial.net
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Intensity and battery
control with an
ATtiny13
Assembler source code
for the spotlight

Assembler source code for the ATtiny13
spotlight (switched version)
The original source code in asm format is here.
;
; *********************************
; * Spotlight with ATtiny13
*
; * (C)2018 avr-asm-tutorial.net *
; *********************************
;
.nolist
.include "tn13adef.inc" ; Define device ATtiny13A
.list
;
; **********************************
; D E B U G G I N G
S W I T C H
; **********************************
;
; This debugs the voltage LED control
.equ debug_vtg = 0 ; 1=Debugging voltage on
.if debug_vtg == 1 ; Setting debugging parameters
.equ debug_voltage = 30000 ; Voltage in mV
.endif
;
; This sets 15 Volt operating voltage
.equ debug_15V = 0 ; 1=Debugging 15 V operating voltage
.if debug_15V == 1 ; Setting debugging parameteres
.equ cVtgGnHigh =18000 ; Highest voltage in mV, LED is green
.equ cVtgNom = 15000 ; Normal voltage in mV, LED is green
.equ cVtgGnMin = 13000 ; Minimum voltage in mV, LED is green
.equ cVtgRdMin = 11000 ; Voltage in mV where LEDs is fully red
.endif
;
; **********************************
;
H A R D W A R E
; **********************************
;
; Device: ATtiny13A, Package: 8-pin-PDIP_SOIC
;
___________
;
1 /
|8
; RESET o--|RES
VCC|--o +5V
;
2|
|7
; Poti o--|PB3
PB2|--o LED rd anode
;
3|
|6
; Voltg o--|PB4
PB1|--o LED gn anode & PWM
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;
;
;
;

4|
|5
0 V o--|GND
PB0|--o PWM constant-current-driver
|____________|

; **********************************
; P O R T S
A N D
P I N S
; **********************************
;
.equ pOutO = PORTB ; Define the output port
.equ pDirD = DDRB ; Define the direction port
.equ bPwmO = PORTB0 ; Define the PWM output pin
.equ bGnAO = PORTB1 ; Define the green LED anode output pin
.equ bRdAO = PORTB2 ; Define the red LED anode output pin
.equ bAnyD = (1<<DDB0)|(1<<DDB1)|(1<<DDB2) ; Direct pins output
;
; **********************************
;
A D J U S T A B L E
C O N S T
; **********************************
;
.equ clock=1200000 ; Define clock frequency
;
; Voltage measurement constants
.equ cR1 = 10 ; Lower resistor in kOhm
.equ cR2 = 82 ; Upper resistor in kOhm
.equ cVtgMax=(5000*(cR1+cR2)+cR1/2)/cR1 ; Maximum measurable voltage in mV
.if debug_15V == 0 ; Not debugging, normal operation
.equ cVtgGnHigh =37000 ; Highest voltage in mV, LED is green
.equ cVtgNom = 35000 ; Normal voltage in mV, LED is green
.equ cVtgGnMin = 29600 ; Minimum voltage in mV, LED is green
.equ cVtgRdMin = 26000 ; Voltage in mV where all the LEDs turn off
.endif
; Set minimum voltage LED cycles
;
Led is green: at cVtgGnMin 25 out of 256 PWM cycles on
;
Led is red: at cVtgRdMax 25 out of 256 PWM cycles on
.equ cLedMin = 25 ; Minimum brightness of LED
;
; Multiplicator setting for green and red LED PWM
.equ cFactorGn = 256 ; Try with a multiplicator of 256 on green
.equ cFactorRd = 256 ; Try with a multiplicator of 256 on red
;
; Check multiplication factors
.if (cFactorGn!=256) && (cFactorGn!=512)
.error "cFactorGn can only be 256 or 512!"
.endif
.if (cFactorRd!=256) && (cFactorRd!=512)
.error "cFactorRd can only be 256 or 512!"
.endif
;
; **********************************
; F I X & D E R I V. C O N S T
; **********************************
;
; Timer TC0
.equ cTc0Presc = 64 ; Prescaler for TC0
.equ cPwmFrq = clock / cTc0Presc / 256 ; PWM frequency
;
; Voltage calculation
.equ cAdcCnt = 64 ; Number of measurement counts
.equ cAdcMult =(1023*cR1*cAdcCnt+(cR1+cR2)/2)/(cR1+cR2) ; Multiplicator mV to
Adc
.equ cAdcGnHigh=(cVtgGnHigh*cAdcMult+2500)/5000 ; Maximum Green Adc sum
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.equ cAdcGnMin=(cVtgGnMin*cAdcMult+2500)/5000 ; Minimum Green Adc sum
.equ cAdcRdHigh=cAdcGnMin-1 ; LED turns red equal or below this Adc sum
.equ cAdcRdMin=(cVtgRdMin*cAdcMult+2500)/5000 ; Adc sum when red LED is fully on
.equ cAdcMulGn=(cFactorGn*(255-cLedMin)+(cAdcGnHigh-cAdcGnMin)/2)/(cAdcGnHighcAdcGnMin) ; Multiplicator for green
.equ cAdcMulRd=(cFactorRd*(255-cLedMin)+(cAdcRdHigh-cAdcRdMin)/2)/(cAdcRdHighcAdcRdMin) ; Multiplicator red
;
; Check the range of the multiplication factors
.set MultiFactor = 0 ; No error
.if cAdcMulGn>=256 ; Green factor out of range
.error "The green multiplication factor is out of range!"
.set MultiFactor = 1 ; Set error condition
.else
.if cAdcMulGn>=256 ; Red factor out of range
.error "The red multiplication factor is out of range!"
.set MultiFactor = 2 ; Set error condition
.endif
.endif
.if MultiFactor == 0 ; No error
; Check the rounding effect of the multiplicators
.if cFactorGn==256 ; Check if cFactorGn at 256
.equ cAdcMulGnTst=(512*(255-cLedMin)+(cAdcGnHigh-cAdcGnMin)/2)/(cAdcGnHighcAdcGnMin) ; Multiplicator for green
.if cAdcMulGnTst<256 ; Check range of factor 512
.if (cAdcMulGnTst!=(2*cAdcMulGn)) ; Check if 512 is more accurat
.message "Green LED: Using 512 for cFactorGn would be better!"
.endif
.endif
.endif
.if cFactorRd==256 ; Check if cFactorGn at 256
.equ cAdcMulRdTst=(512*(255-cLedMin)+(cAdcRdHigh-cAdcRdMin)/2)/(cAdcRdHighcAdcRdMin) ; Multiplicator red
.if cAdcMulRdTst<256
.if cAdcMulRdTst!=(2*cAdcMulRd) ; Check if 512 more accurat
.message "Red LED: Using 512 for cFactorRd would be better!"
.endif
.endif
.endif
.endif
;
; Simulate debugging of voltage display solely
.if debug_vtg == 1 ; Debugging parameters
.equ debug_adcvtg=(debug_voltage*cR1+(cR1+cR2)/2)/(cR1+cR2) ; Voltage in mV
.if debug_adcvtg>5000
.error "Voltage on ADC input is too high! See smbol debug_adcvtg!"
.endif
.equ debug_adcsum=(debug_voltage*cAdcMult+2500)/5000 ; Convert to ADC sum
.endif
;
; **********************************
;
T I M I N G
; **********************************
;
; TC0 is the 8-bit PWM
;
clock
= 2,400,000 Hz
;
TC0 prescaler
=
8
;
TC0 clock frequency =
300,000 Hz
;
PWM clock cycles
=
256
;
PWM cycle frequency =
1,171.9 Hz
;
PWM pulse duration =
853.3 us
;
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; ADC measurements of the voltages on
;
a) the potentiometer voltage (intensity)
;
b) the voltage input pin
;
are initiated by the TC0 compare match,
;
at the end of the on period of the LEDs.
;
On each channel a) and b) eight measurements
;
are summed up and the Compare A and B values
;
are calculated and set.
;
OCR0A matches
= 1,171.9 Hz
;
Number of channels
=
2
;
Measurements summed up =
64
;
Update frequency
=
9.155 Hz
;
Update cycle
=
109.2 ms
;
; Duration of ADC measurements
;
TC0 compare matches trigger AD conversion
;
therefore conversion time has to be
;
shorter than trigger duration
;
clock
= 2,400,000 Hz
;
ADC clock prescaler
=
16
;
ADC clocks per conversion =
13
;
Conversion duration
=
86.7 us
;
% of PWM cycle time
=
10.2%
;
; **********************************
;
R E G I S T E R S
; **********************************
;
; free: R0 to R5
.def rMul0 = R6 ; Multiplication result, Byte 0
.def rMul1 = R7 ; dto., Byte 1
.def rMul2 = R8 ; dto., Byte 2
.def rAdc0 = R9 ; Multiplicator, Byte 0
.def rAdc1 = R10 ; dto., Byte 1
.def rAdc2 = R11 ; dto., Byte 2
.def rAdcRL = R12 ; Last ADC result, LSB
.def rAdcRH = R13 ; dto., MSB
.def rAdcL = R14 ; ADC result sum, LSB
.def rAdcH = R15 ; dto., MSB
.def rmp
= R16 ; Multipurpose register
.def rAdc
= R17 ; ADC counter
; free: R18 to R29
; used: R31:R30 = Z for diverse purposes
;
; **********************************
;
C O D E
; **********************************
;
.cseg
.org 000000
;
; **********************************
; R E S E T & I N T - V E C T O R S
; **********************************
rjmp Main ; Reset vector
reti ; INT0, not used
reti ; PCI0, not used
reti ; OVF0, not used
reti ; ERDY, not used
reti ; ACI, not used
reti ; OC0A, not used
reti ; OC0B, not used
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reti ; WDT, not used
rjmp AdcIsr ; ADCC
;
; **********************************
; I N T - S E R V I C E
R O U T .
; **********************************
;
; ADC conversion complete interrupt service routine
AdcIsr:
set ; Set T flag
reti
;
; **********************************
; M A I N
P R O G R A M
I N I T
; **********************************
;
Main:
ldi rmp,Low(RAMEND)
out SPL,rmp ; Init LSB stack pointer
; Increase clock frequency to 2.4 MHz
ldi rmp,1<<CLKPCE ; Enable clock frequency change
out CLKPR,rmp
ldi rmp,1<<CLKPS1 ; Divide 9.6 MHz RC clock by 4
out CLKPR,rmp
; Init ports
ldi rmp,bAnyD ; Direction output for digital pins
out pDirD,rmp ; to direction port
ldi rmp,0 ; All outputs low
out pOutO,rmp ; in port register
; Init ADC
ldi rmp,(1<<ADC0D)|(1<<ADC2D)|(1<<ADC3D) ; Disable digital input pins
out DIDR0,rmp ; in disable port
ldi rmp,(1<<MUX1) ; Start with potentiometer channel
out ADMUX,rmp ; to ADC multiplexer
clr rAdcL ; Clear sum, LSB
clr rAdcH ; dto., MSB
ldi rAdc,cAdcCnt ; Start 8 measurements
ldi rmp,(1<<ADTS1)|(1<<ADTS0) ; Start ADC on TC0 Compare Match A
out ADCSRB,rmp ; in ADC control port B
ldi rmp,(1<<ADEN)|(1<<ADSC)|(1<<ADATE)|(1<<ADIE)|(1<<ADPS2) ; Presc=16, ADATE,
Int
out ADCSRA,rmp ; in ADC control port
; Init TC0 as PWM and ADC starter
ldi rmp,0 ; Set PWM outputs off
out OCR0A,rmp ; in compare A, light array
out OCR0B,rmp ; and in compare B, voltage control LED
ldi rmp,(1<<COM0A1)|(1<<COM0B1)|(1<<WGM01)|(1<<WGM00) ; Fast PWM, clear on
match
out TCCR0A,rmp ; to TC0 control port A
ldi rmp,1<<CS01 ; Prescaler = 8
out TCCR0B,rmp ; to TC0 control port B
; Debug voltage
.if debug_vtg == 1 ; Debugging parameters
ldi rmp,Low(debug_adcsum) ; Set ADC sum, LSB
mov rAdcRL,rmp
ldi rmp,High(debug_adcsum) ; dto., MSB
mov rAdcRH,rmp
rjmp AdcDbg
.endif
; Sleep mode enable
ldi rmp,1<<SE ; Sleep enable, sleep mode idle
out MCUCR,rmp
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sei ; Enable interrupts for ADC
;
; **********************************
;
P R O G R A M
L O O P
; **********************************
;
Loop:
sleep ; Go to sleep
nop ; Dummy for wake-up
brtc Loop ; If T flag not set
clt ; Clear flag
; Read the ADC result
in rmp,ADCL ; Read result, LSB
add rAdcL,rmp ; Add LSB
in rmp,ADCH ; dto., MSB
adc rAdcH,rmp ; dto., MSB
dec rAdc ; Count measurements
brne Loop ; Back to loop
ldi rAdc,cAdcCnt ; Restart 64 measurements
mov rAdcRL,rAdcL ; Copy LSB result
mov rAdcRH,rAdcH ; Copy MSB result
clr rAdcL ; Restart sum, LSB
clr rAdcH ; dto., MSB
sbic ADMUX,MUX0 ; Read current channel
rjmp AdcVtg ; Voltage has been measured
; Potentiometer has been measured 64 times
; MSB result is PWM value for LEDs
ldi rmp,(1<<MUX1)|(1<<MUX0) ; Channel ADC3
out ADMUX,rmp ; to ADMUX
out OCR0A,rAdcRH ; Write MSB result to compare A
rjmp Loop ; Back to loop
AdcVtg:
; Voltage has been measured
; Set channel MUX to ADC2
ldi rmp,(1<<MUX1) ; Channel ADC2
out ADMUX,rmp ; to ADMUX
AdcDbg:
mov rAdc0,rAdcRL ; Copy measuring result, LSB
mov rAdc1,rAdcRH ; dto., MSB
ldi rmp,Low(cAdcGnHigh) ; Load max. ADC sum
cp rAdc0,rmp ; Compare with maximum green, LSB
ldi rmp,High(cAdcGnHigh)
cpc rAdc1,rmp ; dto., MSB
ldi rmp,255 ; Fully green
brcc AdcSetPwmGn ; Set PWM green
ldi rmp,Low(cAdcGnMin) ; Subtract green minimum, LSB
sub rAdc0,rmp
ldi rmp,High(cAdcGnMin) ; dto., MSB
sbc rAdc1,rmp
brcs AdcLow ; Voltage smaller than min.
ldi rmp,cAdcMulGn ; Load multiplicator
rcall Multiply ; Multiply the difference
.if cFactorGn == 512
lsr rMul2 ; Divide by 2
ror rMul1
ror rMul0
.endif
ldi rmp,cLedMin ; Minimum pulse width
add rmp,rMul1 ; Add to MSB result
AdcSetPwmGn:
out OCR0B,rmp ; Write result to OCR-B
cbi pOutO,bRdAO ; Clear red anode
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rjmp Loop
AdcLow:
mov rAdc0,rAdcRL ; Copy measuring result, LSB
mov rAdc1,rAdcRH ; dto., MSB
ldi rmp,Low(cAdcRdMin) ; Subtract red minimum, LSB
sub rAdc0,rmp
ldi rmp,High(cAdcRdMin) ; dto., MSB
sbc rAdc1,rmp
ldi rmp,0x00
brcs AdcSet ; Voltage smaller than min, set fully red
ldi rmp,cAdcMulRd ; Set red multiplicator
rcall Multiply
.if cFactorRd == 512
lsr rMul2 ; Divide by 2
ror rMul1
ror rMul0
.endif
mov rmp,rMul1 ; Set multiplicator result
AdcSet:
out OCR0B,rmp ; Write rmp to compare B
sbi pOutO,bRdAO ; Set red anode
rjmp loop
;
; Multiply rAdc1:rAdc0 by rmp
;
Result is in rMul2:rMul1:rMul0
;
Result is in rMul1
Multiply:
clr rAdc2 ; Clear upper byte
clr rMul0 ; Clear result, byte 0
clr rMul1 ; dto., byte 1
clr rMul2 ; dto., byte 2
Multiply1:
lsr rmp ; Shift multiplicator right
brcc Multiply2 ; Not one, skip adding
add rMul0,rAdc0 ; Add multiplicator, byte 0
adc rMul1,rAdc1 ; dto., byte 1
adc rMul2,rAdc2 ; dto., byte 2
Multiply2:
lsl rAdc0 ; Shift multiplicator left
rol rAdc1 ; dto., byte 1
rol rAdc2 ; dto., byte 2
tst rmp ; Multiplicator = 0?
brne Multiply1
ldi rmp,0x80
add rMul0,rmp
ldi rmp,cLedMin ; Add minimum
adc rMul1,rmp
ldi rmp,0
adc rMul2,rmp
tst rMul2
breq Multiply3
ldi rmp,0xFF
mov rMul1,rmp
Multiply3:
ret
;
; End of source code
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Path: Home => AVR-EN => Applications => Spotlight ATtiny13 => Assembler software linear

AVR applications

Intensity and battery control
with an ATtiny13
Assembler source code
for the spotlight, linear
version

Assembler source code for the ATtiny13
spotlight, linear version
The original source code in asm format is here.
;
; *********************************
; * Spotlight with ATtiny13
*
; * Linear version, Nov. 2018
*
; * (C)2018 avr-asm-tutorial.net *
; *********************************
;
.nolist
.include "tn13adef.inc" ; Define device ATtiny13A
.list
;
; **********************************
; D E B U G G I N G
S W I T C H
; **********************************
;
; This debugs the intensity control calculation
.equ debug_pwm = 0 ; 1=Debugging PWM calculation on
.if debug_pwm == 1 ; Setting debugging parameters
.equ cPot = 135 ; Degrees of the potentiometer
.endif
;
; This debugs the voltage LED control
.equ debug_vtg = 0 ; 1=Debugging voltage on
.if debug_vtg == 1 ; Setting debugging parameters
.equ debug_voltage = 27000 ; Voltage in mV
.endif
;
; This sets 15 Volt operating voltage
.equ debug_15V = 0 ; 1=Debugging 15 V operating voltage
.if debug_15V == 1 ; Setting debugging parameteres
.equ cVtgGnHigh =18000 ; Highest voltage in mV, LED is green
.equ cVtgNom = 15000 ; Normal voltage in mV, LED is green
.equ cVtgGnMin = 13000 ; Minimum voltage in mV, LED is green
.equ cVtgRdMin = 11000 ; Voltage in mV where LEDs is fully red
.endif
;
; **********************************
;
H A R D W A R E
; **********************************
;
; Device: ATtiny13A, Package: 8-pin-PDIP_SOIC
;
___________
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;
1 /
|8
; RESET o--|RES
VCC|--o
;
2|
|7
; Poti o--|PB3
PB2|--o
;
3|
|6
; Voltg o--|PB4
PB1|--o
;
4|
|5
;
0 V o--|GND
PB0|--o
;
|____________|
;

+5V
LED rd anode
LED gn anode & PWM
PWM constant-current-driver

; **********************************
; P O R T S
A N D
P I N S
; **********************************
;
.equ pOutO = PORTB ; Define the output port
.equ pDirD = DDRB ; Define the direction port
.equ bPwmO = PORTB0 ; Define the PWM output pin
.equ bGnAO = PORTB1 ; Define the green LED anode output pin
.equ bRdAO = PORTB2 ; Define the red LED anode output pin
.equ bAnyD = (1<<DDB0)|(1<<DDB1)|(1<<DDB2) ; Direct pins output
;
; **********************************
;
A D J U S T A B L E
C O N S T
; **********************************
;
.equ clock=1200000 ; Define clock frequency
;
; PWM constants for intensity control
; Pwm value where the RC voltage is below 0.65 Volts
.equ cPwmMin = 22 ; Adjust this if your LEDs are not off when
;
the potentiometer is on the extreme left position
;
; Voltage measurement constants
.equ cR1 = 10 ; Lower resistor in kOhm
.equ cR2 = 82 ; Upper resistor in kOhm
.equ cVtgMax=(5000*(cR1+cR2)+cR1/2)/cR1 ; Maximum measurable voltage in mV
.if debug_15V == 0 ; Not debugging, normal operation
.equ cVtgGnHigh =37000 ; Highest voltage in mV, LED is green
.equ cVtgNom = 35000 ; Normal voltage in mV, LED is green
.equ cVtgGnMin = 29600 ; Minimum voltage in mV, LED is green
.equ cVtgRdMin = 26000 ; Voltage in mV where all the LEDs turn off
.endif
; Set minimum voltage LED cycles
;
Led is green: at cVtgGnMin 25 out of 256 PWM cycles on
;
Led is red: at cVtgRdMax 25 out of 256 PWM cycles on
.equ cLedMin = 25 ; Minimum brightness of LED
;
; Multiplicator setting for green and red LED PWM
.equ cFactorGn = 256 ; Try with a multiplicator of 256 on green
.equ cFactorRd = 256 ; Try with a multiplicator of 256 on red
;
; Check multiplication factors
.if (cFactorGn!=256) && (cFactorGn!=512)
.error "cFactorGn can only be 256 or 512!"
.endif
.if (cFactorRd!=256) && (cFactorRd!=512)
.error "cFactorRd can only be 256 or 512!"
.endif
;
; **********************************
; F I X & D E R I V. C O N S T
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; **********************************
;
; Multiplicator for ADC value to convert to PWM value
.equ cPwmMult = 256-cPwmMin
;
; Timer TC0
.equ cTc0Presc = 1 ; Prescaler for TC0
.equ cPwmFrq = clock / cTc0Presc / 256 ; PWM frequency
;
; Voltage calculation
.equ cAdcCnt = 64 ; Number of measurement counts
.equ cAdcMult =(1023*cR1*cAdcCnt+(cR1+cR2)/2)/(cR1+cR2) ; Multiplicator mV to
Adc
.equ cAdcGnHigh=(cVtgGnHigh*cAdcMult+2500)/5000 ; Maximum Green Adc sum
.equ cAdcGnMin=(cVtgGnMin*cAdcMult+2500)/5000 ; Minimum Green Adc sum
.equ cAdcRdHigh=cAdcGnMin-1 ; LED turns red equal or below this Adc sum
.equ cAdcRdMin=(cVtgRdMin*cAdcMult+2500)/5000 ; Adc sum when red LED is fully on
.equ cAdcMulGn=(cFactorGn*(255-cLedMin)+(cAdcGnHigh-cAdcGnMin)/2)/(cAdcGnHighcAdcGnMin) ; Multiplicator for green
.equ cAdcMulRd=(cFactorRd*(255-cLedMin)+(cAdcRdHigh-cAdcRdMin)/2)/(cAdcRdHighcAdcRdMin) ; Multiplicator red
;
; Check the range of the multiplication factors
.set MultiFactor = 0 ; No error
.if cAdcMulGn>=256 ; Green factor out of range
.error "The green multiplication factor is out of range!"
.set MultiFactor = 1 ; Set error condition
.else
.if cAdcMulGn>=256 ; Red factor out of range
.error "The red multiplication factor is out of range!"
.set MultiFactor = 2 ; Set error condition
.endif
.endif
.if MultiFactor == 0 ; No error
; Check the rounding effect of the multiplicators
.if cFactorGn==256 ; Check if cFactorGn at 256
.equ cAdcMulGnTst=(512*(255-cLedMin)+(cAdcGnHigh-cAdcGnMin)/2)/(cAdcGnHighcAdcGnMin) ; Multiplicator for green
.if cAdcMulGnTst<256 ; Check range of factor 512
.if (cAdcMulGnTst!=(2*cAdcMulGn)) ; Check if 512 is more accurat
.message "Green LED: Using 512 for cFactorGn would be better!"
.endif
.endif
.endif
.if cFactorRd==256 ; Check if cFactorGn at 256
.equ cAdcMulRdTst=(512*(255-cLedMin)+(cAdcRdHigh-cAdcRdMin)/2)/(cAdcRdHighcAdcRdMin) ; Multiplicator red
.if cAdcMulRdTst<256
.if cAdcMulRdTst!=(2*cAdcMulRd) ; Check if 512 more accurat
.message "Red LED: Using 512 for cFactorRd would be better!"
.endif
.endif
.endif
.endif
;
; Simulate debugging the potentiometer calculation solely
.if debug_pwm == 1
.set cPwmValue = (cAdcCnt*1024*cPot+135)/270 ; Set ADC pot value
.if cPwmValue > 65535
.set cPwmValue = 65535 ; Avoid overflow by rounding
.endif
.endif
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;
; Simulate debugging of voltage display solely
.if debug_vtg == 1 ; Debugging parameters
.equ debug_adcvtg=(debug_voltage*cR1+(cR1+cR2)/2)/(cR1+cR2) ; Voltage in mV
.if debug_adcvtg>5000
.error "Voltage on ADC input is too high! See smbol debug_adcvtg!"
.endif
.equ debug_adcsum=(debug_voltage*cAdcMult+2500)/5000 ; Convert to ADC sum
.endif
;
; **********************************
;
T I M I N G
; **********************************
;
; TC0 is the 8-bit PWM
;
clock
= 2,400,000 Hz
;
TC0 prescaler
=
8
;
TC0 clock frequency =
300,000 Hz
;
PWM clock cycles
=
256
;
PWM cycle frequency =
1,171.9 Hz
;
PWM pulse duration =
853.3 us
;
; ADC measurements of the voltages on
;
a) the potentiometer voltage (intensity)
;
b) the voltage input pin
;
are initiated by the TC0 compare match,
;
at the end of the on period of the LEDs.
;
On each channel a) and b) eight measurements
;
are summed up and the Compare A and B values
;
are calculated and set.
;
OCR0A matches
= 1,171.9 Hz
;
Number of channels
=
2
;
Measurements summed up =
64
;
Update frequency
=
9.155 Hz
;
Update cycle
=
109.2 ms
;
; Duration of ADC measurements
;
TC0 compare matches trigger AD conversion
;
therefore conversion time has to be
;
shorter than trigger duration
;
clock
= 2,400,000 Hz
;
ADC clock prescaler
=
128
;
ADC clocks per conversion =
13
;
Conversion duration
=
693.3 us
;
% of PWM cycle time
=
81.3%
;
; **********************************
;
R E G I S T E R S
; **********************************
;
; free: R0 to R5
.def rMul0 = R6 ; Multiplication result, Byte 0
.def rMul1 = R7 ; dto., Byte 1
.def rMul2 = R8 ; dto., Byte 2
.def rAdc0 = R9 ; Multiplicator, Byte 0
.def rAdc1 = R10 ; dto., Byte 1
.def rAdc2 = R11 ; dto., Byte 2
.def rAdcRL = R12 ; Last ADC result, LSB
.def rAdcRH = R13 ; dto., MSB
.def rAdcL = R14 ; ADC result sum, LSB
.def rAdcH = R15 ; dto., MSB
.def rmp
= R16 ; Multipurpose register
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.def rAdc
= R17 ; ADC counter
; free: R18 to R29
; used: R31:R30 = Z for diverse purposes
;
; **********************************
;
S R A M
; **********************************
;
; ( No SRAM used)
;
; **********************************
;
C O D E
; **********************************
;
.cseg
.org 000000
;
; **********************************
; R E S E T & I N T - V E C T O R S
; **********************************
rjmp Main ; Reset vector
reti ; INT0, not used
reti ; PCI0, not used
reti ; OVF0, not used
reti ; ERDY, not used
reti ; ACI, not used
reti ; OC0A, not used
reti ; OC0B, not used
reti ; WDT, not used
rjmp AdcIsr ; ADCC
;
; **********************************
; I N T - S E R V I C E
R O U T .
; **********************************
;
; ADC conversion complete interrupt service routine
AdcIsr:
set ; Set T flag
reti
;
; **********************************
; M A I N
P R O G R A M
I N I T
; **********************************
;
Main:
ldi rmp,Low(RAMEND)
out SPL,rmp ; Init LSB stack pointer
; Init ports
ldi rmp,bAnyD ; Direction output for digital pins
out pDirD,rmp ; to direction port
ldi rmp,0 ; All outputs low
out pOutO,rmp ; in port register
; Init ADC
ldi rmp,(1<<ADC0D)|(1<<ADC2D)|(1<<ADC3D) ; Disable digital input pins
out DIDR0,rmp ; in disable port
ldi rmp,(1<<MUX1) ; Start with potentiometer channel
out ADMUX,rmp ; to ADC multiplexer
clr rAdcL ; Clear sum, LSB
clr rAdcH ; dto., MSB
ldi rAdc,cAdcCnt ; Start 8 measurements
ldi rmp,(1<<ADTS1)|(1<<ADTS0) ; Start ADC on TC0 Compare Match A
out ADCSRB,rmp ; in ADC control port B
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ldi rmp,(1<<ADEN)|(1<<ADSC)|(1<<ADATE)|(1<<ADIE)|(1<<ADPS2)|(1<<ADPS1)|
(1<<ADPS0) ; Presc=128, ADATE, Int
out ADCSRA,rmp ; in ADC control port
; Init TC0 as PWM and ADC starter
ldi rmp,0 ; Set PWM outputs off
out OCR0A,rmp ; in compare A, light array
out OCR0B,rmp ; and in compare B, voltage control LED
ldi rmp,(1<<COM0A1)|(1<<COM0B1)|(1<<WGM01)|(1<<WGM00) ; Fast PWM, clear on
match
out TCCR0A,rmp ; to TC0 control port A
ldi rmp,1<<CS00 ; Prescaler = 1
out TCCR0B,rmp ; to TC0 control port B
; Debug voltage
.if debug_vtg == 1 ; Debugging parameters
ldi rmp,Low(debug_adcsum) ; Set ADC sum, LSB
mov rAdcRL,rmp
ldi rmp,High(debug_adcsum) ; dto., MSB
mov rAdcRH,rmp
rjmp AdcDbg
.endif
; Debug PWM value conversion
.if debug_pwm == 1 ; Debug the pot-PWM conversion
ldi rmp,High(cPwmValue) ; Set the ADC value, MSB
mov rAdcRH,rmp
ldi rmp,Low(cPwmValue) ; dto., LSB
mov rAdcRL,rmp
rcall Debug_PwmEntry ; Call the conversion routine
.endif
; Sleep mode enable
ldi rmp,1<<SE ; Sleep enable, sleep mode idle
out MCUCR,rmp
sei ; Enable interrupts for ADC
;
; **********************************
;
P R O G R A M
L O O P
; **********************************
;
Loop:
sleep ; Go to sleep
nop ; Dummy for wake-up
brtc Loop ; If T flag not set
clt ; Clear flag
; Read the ADC result
in rmp,ADCL ; Read result, LSB
add rAdcL,rmp ; Add LSB
in rmp,ADCH ; dto., MSB
adc rAdcH,rmp ; dto., MSB
dec rAdc ; Count measurements
brne Loop ; Back to loop
ldi rAdc,cAdcCnt ; Restart 64 measurements
mov rAdcRL,rAdcL ; Copy LSB result
mov rAdcRH,rAdcH ; Copy MSB result
clr rAdcL ; Restart sum, LSB
clr rAdcH ; dto., MSB
sbic ADMUX,MUX0 ; Read current channel
rjmp AdcVtg ; Voltage has been measured
; Potentiometer has been measured 64 times
ldi rmp,(1<<MUX1)|(1<<MUX0) ; Channel ADC3
out ADMUX,rmp ; to ADMUX
Debug_PwmEntry:
mov rAdc0,rAdcRL ; Copy measuring result, LSB
mov rAdc1,rAdcRH ; dto., MSB
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ldi rmp,cPwmMult ; Load multiplication factor
rcall Multiply
ldi rmp,cPwmMin ; Load minimum
add rmp,rMul2 ; Add minimum to MSB result
out OCR0A,rmp ; Write result to compare A
rjmp Loop ; Back to loop
AdcVtg:
; Voltage has been measured
; Set channel MUX to ADC2
ldi rmp,(1<<MUX1) ; Channel ADC2
out ADMUX,rmp ; to ADMUX
AdcDbg:
mov rAdc0,rAdcRL ; Copy measuring result, LSB
mov rAdc1,rAdcRH ; dto., MSB
ldi rmp,Low(cAdcGnHigh) ; Load max. ADC sum
cp rAdc0,rmp ; Compare with maximum green, LSB
ldi rmp,High(cAdcGnHigh)
cpc rAdc1,rmp ; dto., MSB
ldi rmp,255 ; Fully green
brcc AdcSetPwmGn ; Set PWM green
ldi rmp,Low(cAdcGnMin) ; Subtract green minimum, LSB
sub rAdc0,rmp
ldi rmp,High(cAdcGnMin) ; dto., MSB
sbc rAdc1,rmp
brcs AdcLow ; Voltage smaller than min.
ldi rmp,cAdcMulGn ; Load multiplicator
rcall Multiply ; Multiply the difference
.if cFactorGn == 512
lsr rMul2 ; Divide by 2
ror rMul1
ror rMul0
.endif
rcall AddLedMin ; Add the minimum LED
AdcSetPwmGn:
out OCR0B,rMul1 ; Write result to OCR-B
cbi pOutO,bRdAO ; Clear red anode
rjmp Loop
AdcLow:
mov rAdc0,rAdcRL ; Copy measuring result, LSB
mov rAdc1,rAdcRH ; dto., MSB
ldi rmp,Low(cAdcRdMin) ; Subtract red minimum, LSB
sub rAdc0,rmp
ldi rmp,High(cAdcRdMin) ; dto., MSB
sbc rAdc1,rmp
ldi rmp,0x00
brcs AdcSet ; Voltage smaller than min, set fully red
ldi rmp,cAdcMulRd ; Set red multiplicator
rcall Multiply
.if cFactorRd == 512
lsr rMul2 ; Divide by 2
ror rMul1
ror rMul0
.endif
mov rmp,rMul1
AdcSet:
out OCR0B,rmp ; Write rmp to compare B
sbi pOutO,bRdAO ; Set red anode
rjmp loop
;
; Multiply rAdc1:rAdc0 by rmp
;
Result is in rMul2:rMul1:rMul0
Multiply:
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clr rAdc2 ; Clear upper byte
clr rMul0 ; Clear result, byte 0
clr rMul1 ; dto., byte 1
clr rMul2 ; dto., byte 2
Multiply1:
lsr rmp ; Shift multiplicator right
brcc Multiply2 ; Not one, skip adding
add rMul0,rAdc0 ; Add multiplicator, byte 0
adc rMul1,rAdc1 ; dto., byte 1
adc rMul2,rAdc2 ; dto., byte 2
Multiply2:
lsl rAdc0 ; Shift multiplicator left
rol rAdc1 ; dto., byte 1
rol rAdc2 ; dto., byte 2
tst rmp ; Multiplicator = 0?
brne Multiply1
ret
;
; Add Led min to result
AddLedMin:
ldi rmp,0x80 ; Round LSB
add rMul0,rmp
ldi rmp,cLedMin ; Add minimum
adc rMul1,rmp
ldi rmp,0
adc rMul2,rmp
tst rMul2
breq Multiply3
ldi rmp,0xFF
mov rMul1,rmp
Multiply3:
ret
;
; End of source code
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